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Cycle 1:Timeline
Date	


NAASC

Event	


12 Jul 2012 (15:00 UT)	

 DEADLINE for Cycle 1 proposals 	

Mid-Nov 2012	


Results of proposal review sent to PIs	


1 Jan 2013	


Start of Early Science observing	


Feb 2013	


One month engineering period	


June 2013	


DEADLINE for Cycle 2 proposals 	


31 October 2013	


End Cycle 1	
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Cycle 1: Antennas and Array Configurations
•

•

Antennas
– 32 x 12-m antennas for main array
– 9 x 7-m antennas for ACA (only with use of main array)
– 2 x 12-m antennas for TPA (spectral line data only)
Configurations
– Main array: six configurations with maximum baselines ranging from
160 m to 1 km
– ACA: one configuration (baselines from 8.9 to 32.1 m)
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SV Philosophy
•

•

NAASC

Goal: Reproduce existing results, demonstrate that ALMA works
– But ALMA capabilities have progressed to the point where its
capabilities surpass other instruments
– For Cycle I capabilities, goal is demonstration science—demonstrate
what the capabilities are
– With Cycle 2 Call not far in time, also begin work on those capabilities
But in a construction project, some capabilities must await deliverables to
be demonstrated, creating a tension
– For example: long baselines. With antennas needed to complete Cycle
0 projects on compact baselines can one afford to move them to very
long baselines to demonstrate e.g. phase correction there?
– Software enabling some capabilities paces their demonstration
– Hardware deployment limits demonstration of others
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SV Targets for Cycle I Capabilities
•

•

•
•

High Angular Resolution
– Water masers multiple B7, 9 Cycle 1 Long Baselines Nov/Dec 2012
– G34.26+0.15 B9 Cycle 1 Long Baselines Nov/Dec 2012
Ephemeris
– Mars ephemeris B3, 6, 7 Cycle 1 Aug-Nov 2012 Observing started
– Comet Garradd ephemeris B3 Cycle 1 Aug 2012 or later
Spectral modes
– CB54 B7 Cycle 1 Oct 2012 or later
Imaging extended structure
– VV114 / IC1623 B9 Cycle 1 Aug 2012 or later Observing started
– RXCJ1347-1145 B3 Cycle 1 Aug 2012 or later Initial tests Aug 2012
– Lambda Orionis B3 Cycle 1 Oct 2012 or later
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SV Targets, cont.
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– Large mosaics
• HR3126 / IC2220 B3 Cycle 1 Software R9.1.1 Oct 2012 or later
• M16 (The Eagle Nebula) B6 Cycle 1 Software R9.1.1 Oct 2012 or later
• NGC1512/10 B3 Cycle 1 Software R9.1.1 Oct 2012 or later
– Multi-field interferometry
• Fornax Cluster multiple, B3 Cycle 1 Software R9.1.1 Oct 2012 or later
• Chamaeleon multiple, B6 Cycle 1 Software R9.1.1 Nov 2012 or later
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Capabilties, Cycle I
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Collecting Area & Baselines	

ALMA
Cycle 2?

ALMA

50+12+4 (1225+66)

CARMA

8 (28)

23 (253)

Cycle I
32+9+2 (496+36)

6 (15)

Circles Show Collecting Area (sensitivity)
Captions give # of antennas and # of baselines (fidelity)
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Tests on Single 2km Baseline
•

•
•

WVR working roughly to spec
• See ALMA Memo 593
• Detailed atmospheric model not yet
employed (using e.g. thermal profile)
• One long baseline but many
antennas out to 400m
Fast switching not yet employed
Band switching tests
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Ephemeris Tracking, Multiple Spectral Modes
•

•

Recent tests demonstrated that diurnal aberration not applied
– This was also a problem for EVLA
– Fix is being worked
– Only applies to ephemeris objects (comets) not major planets
Definitive tests of multiple spectral modes awaits tests with four quadrant
correlator
– Installed 3-10 Sept
– Commissioning tests under way
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See SV Twiki
ScienceVerificationProjects2012 < ScienceVerification < TWiki

ScienceVerificationProjects2012 < ScienceVerification < TWiki

TWiki >

http://wikis.alma.cl/bin/view/ScienceVerification/ScienceVerific...

ScienceVerification Web > ScienceVerificationProjects2012 (17 Sep 2012, CatherineVlahakis)

http://wikis.alma.cl/bin/view/ScienceVerification/ScienceVerific...
ScienceVerificationProjects2012 < ScienceVerification < TWiki

data-processing parts of the procedure. Dynamical selection of phase calibrators is also required since

correctly and that the end-to-end process including the creation of the grid of pointings and the reduction

the objects move.

of the large images can be done in a practical manner.

Spectral modes

Welcome to the ALMA Science Verification Noticeboard

http://wikis.alma.cl/bin/view/ScienceVerification/ScienceVerific...

Capabilities being Demonstrated - beyond Cycle 1

Cycle 1 capabilities include cases where the different basebands are used with different spectral modes
(TDM/FDM) or different resolutions. The end-to-end process is more complicated than in Cycle 0,

Introduction

Further spectral modes

involving changes to the Observing Tool, the control of observations and the data reduction. In addition
to making sure that the spectral setups are correct and that the data comes out of the final data

This page gives an overview of the current status of ALMA Science Verification.

We are working on further enhancements including multiple spectral windows per baseband, which will

reduction process with the correct frequency scales for the full range of possible combinations, we need

make studies targeting multiple spectral lines more efficient, as well as on more complex LO-offsetting

to demonstrate that the calibration processes made with different spectral resolutions are all applied

The Science Verification process

modes which should improve the rejection of spurious signals.

correctly. An important additional capability is the use of spectral averaging which will make the data
Science Verification (SV) is the process by which we demonstrate that ALMA is capable of producing
data of the quality required for scientific analysis, i.e. data good enough to be included in the
peer-reviewed literature. This work has been going on since early in 2011 (see the "prior to June 2012"
target list below). We took the very first SV data-sets with as few as seven 12-m antennas but the results

volume much smaller in many cases but again introduces many additional steps in the end-to-end
observing process which need to be verified. We need to observe sources with a range of different

Efficient multi-source interferometry

spectral characteristics for this.

In Cycle 1 the numbers of sources that can be observed in a single scheduling block is quite limited and

were nevertheless encouraging. Today (August 2012) there are 40 antennas at the Array Operations

Imaging extended structure

for this reason only 15 sources can be included in an individual science goal. One of the major reasons

means of course that the observations that we are making now should all have good image quality and

This is the most critical and complicated of the new capabilities for Cycle 1. We have to take

excellent sensitivity.

well-matched data with the ACA and the 12m array and then combine these with the correct scaling and

new multi-source observing mode is under development which can make use of the same calibrations

Site (AOS) - thirty-one 12-m antennas and nine 7-m antennas in the Atacama Compact Array (ACA) and we typically observe with about twenty-five 12-m antennas and six or seven in the 7-m array. This

for these limitations is the requirement to have individual calibration measurements with each source. A
on multiple sources in a restricted region of the sky. To demonstrate that this works and gives us the

weighting into a single image (or rather spectral-image-cube). When single-dish measurements are

Verifying upcoming ALMA capabilities

expected gains in efficiency we need to observe a set of at least 50 known objects in a region of no

included in the ACA observations we have to take and reduce those data in entirely different ways from

Until June 2012 we focused on reproducing the results that had already been obtained with other

the interferometric data and then bring the two data sets together. To establish that these processes are

telescopes. With the new capabilities that are planned for Cycle 1 this approach is no longer feasible.

working correctly requires that we observe extended objects where we know exactly what the images

Instead we will be carrying out a set of observations of specific objects chosen to demonstrate the full

should look like - e.g. planets - as well as spectral lines in objects with complex structure to show that

range of Cycle 1 capabilities as well as starting work on features that we expect to be available in Cycle
2. As has been the practice thus far, the reduced and calibrated data-sets will be available to the
community for download as soon as the projects are successfully completed and analyzed. The list of
Science Verification sources that may be observed before the start of Cycle 1 is shown below, but note
that we do not expect to observe the full list: in most cases several possible objects are listed that are
suitable for demonstrating a capability because we cannot be sure which will be available at the time

more than a few degrees in size.

Targets prior to June 2012

we can image faint diffuse structures correctly even in the presence of bright compact features.

The following are the targets that were listed at the time of the Cycle 0 Call for Proposals and have been
Band 9 observations will be particularly challenging because, in addition to the usual problems of getting

used to demonstrate the early (pre-Cycle 1) capabilities of ALMA. They are organized by the main

good quality data and calibrating it at such high frequencies, the single-dish data requires a special

capability that was being verified (though obviously in many cases several capabilities were involved).

observing technique to separate the signals from the two sidebands.

We do not expect to observe the sources on this list that have not yet been observed.

when we are ready to make the observations. During this period, commissioning of additional
capabilities will continue, so some observations of these objects will include post-Cycle 1 capabilities
such as longer baselines and the more advanced observing modes such as on-the-fly mosaics. We will

Multi-field interferometry

In some cases these projects were observed before 16 antennas were available and while many of the

continue to confirm our ability to observe transient sources, so we do appreciate further suggestions for

In Cycle 1 up to 15 sources can be included in an individual science goal. This can be done with the

targets appropriate for those observations. We also hope to be ready to start the initial verification of

standard observing procedure (but see efficient multi-source interferometry below) so what needs to be

new receiver bands, polarization measurements and solar observing in the coming months and we will

verified is the end-to-end process including the generation of the scheduling blocks and data analysis.

be seeking participation by the community in those activities, probably on a "shared-risk" basis.

subsystems were still being tested, so they should not be construed to represent the quality of the data
that can be expected from the system as it is today. They are provided here as a means for the user to
become acquainted with the ALMA data structure, observing strategies and reduction techniques. Given
that the data have been taken during the construction phase, there may be more idiosyncrasies present
than will be expected during full operations, so we ask the user to please review carefully the CASA

Collecting, reducing and releasing the data

Large mosaics

Observations are carried out as part of Commissioning and Science Verification (CSV) activities, which

For Cycle 1 we plan to make mosaics of up to 150 "pointings". To provide adequate UV coverage we

currently take place on alternate weeks (alternating with Early Science observations). There are some

need to get round all the points in about 30 minutes, and this has to include sufficient phase and

planned breaks in the schedule, in particular a shutdown of operations for the month of February (the

amplitude calibrations. This requires a time per point of 10 seconds at the maximum, which in turn

guides provided with the datasets that represent unique observing modes or strategies, as indicated
below.
Target

implies reducing the inter-subscan time to no more than 4 seconds, which will give us ~50% of time on
1 of 7

9/18/12 9:49 PM

source, i.e. ~29% loss of sensitivity to overheads, as well as reducing the latency of the calibration

Coordinates
(J2000)

Band

Cycle

ephemeris

7

Cycle 0 Observed but data

CASA
guide?

Ephemeris

measurements. We need to demonstrate that the software enhancements to do this are all working

Io Atmosphere

/1
4 of 7

Status

9/18/12 9:49 PM

problematic; hope to release
by 10/12
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Cycle 2 and Beyond: Polarization
•

•

The fourth ALMA polarization campaign was held at the OSF on Aug
20-24, 2012 with Richard Hills (JAO), George Moellenbrock (NRAO),
Hiroshi Nagai (NAOJ), Kouchiro Nakanishi (JAO), Edwige Chapillon
(Taiwan), Ed Fomalont (NRAO)
Main Effort:
– 1. George significantly improved the casapy software in accuracy and methodology in
the determination of the linear polarization leakage terms (X into Y and Y into X).
– 2. The leakage terms were measured at bands 3, 6 and 7 using a strongly polarized
quasar, J1924-293. They were measured as a function of frequency, time and location in
the primary beam.
– 3. A polarizing grid was placed in one antenna and sky dips were measured.
– 4. Two Science Verification Polarization Observations were made.
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Polzn (Preliminary Results)
•

•
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Result 1
– Leakage terms varied with frequency as seen before (~100 MHz) by
about 1.5%, and
– Instrumental polarization changed by several percent with distance
from the field center beyond the half-power point. The size and
variable properties of these changes are being studied.
– There were also larger than expected closure errors in the XX and YY
responses (~3% and 2d) that could affect the dynamic range of
sources. It is unknown if these are related to the polarization?
Results 2
– Observations of a source through transit where there is a large
parallactic angle change enabled good polarization solutions and
images to be obtained. An example is the continuum image set in I, Q,
U,V for J1924-293 over a 2 GHz bandwidth with two hours of data.
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Image
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– The source is polarized about 6.3% in pa 23 deg, with an accuracy of
about 0.3%. Thus, the polarization errors associated with each
antenna significantly average out over a wide frequency range.
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Preliminary Recommendation

Linear polarization imaging of radio sources that are confined to the halfpower primary beam with an accuracy of 0.2% may be offered in cycle-2.
Two Science Verification Projects, Mars and NGC2024 at band 7 should
provide a good test of this capability. The optimum observational strategy
for polarization imaging is also under study.
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First Year of ALMA Science 12-15 Dec	

www.almasc.org/2012

The Atacama Large Millimeter/sub-millimeter Array (ALMA), an
international astronomy facility, is a partnership of Europe, North
America and East Asia in cooperation with the Republic of Chile. ALMA is
funded in Europe by the European Organization for Astronomical
Research in the Southern Hemisphere (ESO), in North America by the
U.S. National Science Foundation (NSF) in cooperation with the National
Research Council of Canada (NRC) and the National Science Council of
Taiwan (NSC) and in East Asia by the National Institutes of Natural
Sciences (NINS) of Japan in cooperation with the Academia Sinica (AS) in
Taiwan. ALMA construction and operations are led on behalf of Europe
by ESO, on behalf of North America by the National Radio Astronomy
Observatory (NRAO), which is managed by Associated Universities, Inc.
(AUI) and on behalf of East Asia by the National Astronomical
Observatory of Japan (NAOJ). The Joint ALMA Observatory (JAO)
provides the unified leadership and management of the construction,
commissioning and operation of ALMA.

Exciting results from ALMA Early Science observations, from the Solar System to the
high-redshift Universe, with an outlook to the future

Scientific Organising Committee
Leonardo Testi (ESO, Chair)
Paola Andreani (ESO)
Lewis Ball (JAO)
Alberto Bolatto (University of Maryland)
Crystal Brogan (NRAO)
Françoise Combes (Observatoire de Paris)
Rob Ivison (Royal Observatory of Edinburgh)
Kelsey Johnson (University of Virginia)
Carol Lonsdale (NRAO)
Gautier Mathys (JAO)
Munetake Momose (Ibaraki University)
Neil Nagar (Universidad de Concepción)
Lars-Ake Nyman (JAO)
Toshikazu Onishi (Osaka Prefecture University)
Alison Peck (JAO)
Masao Saito (JAO)
Ken Tatematsu (NAOJ)
Ewine van Dishoeck (Leiden Observatory)
Al Wootten (NRAO)
Martin Zwaan (ESO)

almascience.nrao.edu
science.nrao.edu/alma

The Atacama Large Millimeter/sub-millimeter Array (ALMA), an international astronomy facility, is a
partnership of Europe, North America and East Asia in cooperation with the Republic of Chile.
ALMA is funded in Europe by the European Organization for Astronomical Research in the Southern
Hemisphere (ESO), in North America by the U.S. National Science Foundation (NSF) in cooperation
with the National Research Council of Canada (NRC) and the National Science Council of Taiwan
(NSC) and in East Asia by the National Institutes of Natural Sciences (NINS) of Japan in cooperation
with the Academia Sinica (AS) in Taiwan. ALMA construction and operations are led on behalf of
Europe by ESO, on behalf of North America by the National Radio Astronomy Observatory
(NRAO), which is managed by Associated Universities, Inc. (AUI) and on behalf of East Asia by the
National Astronomical Observatory of Japan (NAOJ). The Joint ALMA Observatory (JAO) provides
the unified leadership and management of the construction, commissioning and operation of ALMA.
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